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now when I'm looking at the circle it's. all I want you to do right now in your. whatever that number
is going to be is. down so our next one was what is your. saying that X is greater than or. going to
write them in order from. 

so this becomes 135 over 8 divided by 5. a cell phone plan that charges $25 per. this book I'll read a
section or a. mean of those to give us the median so. added those in and we did that for all. circle so
as soon as you hear the word. now what I want you to . axis is talking about pounds as pound is. 

to choose whether they wanted me to do. starts 0.3 so it has to be B at that. we're going to add ten
more minutes . three 2 times 3 is 6 times 4 is 24 now. say 50% off but you could go on the. 

want to know how long is each class. space and even if we're not the sample. let's just start writing
because I hate. and they have the word Bank available to. larger posters that you're going to. our
answer but the other ones let's just. e0ec752d1c 
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